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Abstract

A geometric mass concerning supersingular abelian varieties with real multiplications is formulated and
related to an arithmetic mass. We determine the exact geometric mass formula for superspecial abelian
varieties of Hilbert-Blumenthal type. As an application, we compute the number of the irreducible
components of the supersingular locus of some Hilbert-Blumenthal varieties in terms of special values of
the zeta function.
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1. Introduction

For a reductive groupG overQ which isR-anisotropic and an open compact sub-
group K of G.A f /, one can define the mass of.G; K /. The attached mass is a
weighted class number. It measures the size ofK as well as the class number; but
more importantly it behaves well when the groupG or the levelK varies. The im-
portance of the mass formula is its uniform way to organize arithmetic objects and
the measurement of these arithmetic objects. The computation of the mass formula
has a long history, dating from the pioneers Smith, Minkowski, and Siegel. There are
many important contributions to the Tamagawa numbers due to the works of Weil,
Ono, Langlands, Harder, Lai and Kottwitz, and to the exact formulas due to those of
Shimura, Hashimoto-Ibukiyama, Prasad, Gross, Gan-Yu and many others.

For a small class of groupsG, the mass can also arise from special abelian varieties
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in characteristicp. The celebrated Deuring mass formula says

∑
E

1

# Aut E
= p − 1

24
;

whereE runs over the isomorphism classes of supersingular elliptic curves. The goal
of this paper is to establish the connection between the geometrically defined mass
and the arithmetically defined mass. Then one can either access the existing mass
formulas, or verify a (arithmetic or geometric) mass formula by a different (geometric
or arithmetic) method.

In this paper we show that the mass for certain special polarized abelian varieties
with real multiplications can be an arithmetic mass for some.G; K /; see Corollary2.5.
The features are: these are supersingular points and need not to be superspecial; the
polarizations can be inseparable; and the formulation does not require the existence
or definition of the moduli space. The latter indicates that there is no new difficulty to
establish such connection even when the moduli space either has bad reduction or is
not well-behaved.

We use Shimura’s exact mass formula [9] to express the geometric mass in term
of special values of the zeta function up to precise local terms; see equation (3) and
Theorem2.7. The special case when the totally real number fieldF isQ, the abelian
varieties are superspecial, and the polarizations are principal, the geometric mass
formula reduces to a result of Ekedahl and van der Geer [3] obtained by the geometric
method. Our formulation can be generalized to basic points in arbitrary PEL-Shimura
variety modulop (with modification due to the Hasse principle). Doing that will
require much more work and we plan to carry it out in a subsequent paper.

In a part of this paper we determine the remaining local terms in the case of
superspecial abelian varieties of Hilbert-Blumenthal type; see Theorem3.7. Using this
geometric mass formula, we can determine the number of the irreducible components
of the supersingular locus, following the methods in [6] and [11]. In the last section
we determine this number in some restricted cases, particularly whenp is totally
ramified in F ; see Theorem4.4. We note that our approach gives an explanation
of the interesting result of Bachmat and Goren [1] on the supersingular locus of
Hilbert modular surfaces. Finally we note that there is an interesting connection of
supersingular points with the theory of modular forms modulop; see [4] and [8].

2. Supersingular points and the mass formula

2.1. Shimura’s exact mass formula Let B be a quaternion division algebra over a
totally real number fieldF , and let¦ denote the standard involution ofB. Let V be a
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left B-module of rankm, and let' be a quaternion Hermitian form onV , that is,

' : V × V → B

such that'.x; y/ = '.y; x/¦ and '.ax; by/ = a'.x; y/b¦ for all x; y ∈ V and
a; b ∈ B. Let G' denote the unitary group attached to'. It is a reductive group over
F and we will regard it as a reductive algebraic group overQ via the Weil restriction
of scalars fromF to Q. Assume thatG'.R/ is compact. For any open compact
subgroupK of G'.A f /, the mass ofK is defined as follows. Let{c1; c2; : : : ; ch} be
a (complete) set of representatives of the double coset spaceG'.Q/\G'.A f /=K , and
let 0i := G'.Q/ ∩ ci K c−1

i . Note that each0i is finite by the assumption ofG'.R/.
The mass ofK is defined to be

mass.K / :=
h∑

i =1

1

#0i
:

For the general definition of the mass ofK (without the compactness assumption),
we refer to [9, Introduction, page 67]. It follows easily from the definition that for
two open compact subgroupsK1 ⊂ K2, one has mass.K1/ = [K2 : K1] mass.K2/.

Choose a maximal orderOB of B. Let L be anOB-lattice in V which is maximal
along the lattices on which' takes its value inOB. Let K0 be the maximal compact
subgroup ofG'.A f / which stabilizes the adelic latticeL ⊗Z Ẑ. In [9, Introduction,
page 68] Shimura gives an explicit formula

mass.K0/ = |DF |m2
m∏

k=1

{
D1=2

F

[
.2k − 1/!.2³/−2k

]d
�F.2k/

}
(1)

×
s∏

i =1

m∏
k=1

{
.N.pi /

k + .−1/k
}
;

whereDF is the discriminant ofF overQ, d is the degree ofF , and{pi }1≤i ≤s are the
primes ofOF at whichB is ramified.

Note that the maximality ofL is a local property. That is,L is maximal if and only
if eachLp is maximal for all primesp of F .

2.2. One can express the exact formula in terms of special values of zeta functions
at negative integers. LetF be a totally real field of degreed. Set

3F.s/ := As0.s=2/d�F.s/; A := D1=2
F ³−d=2:

Then one has the functional equation for�F.s/

3F.1 − s/ = 3F .s/:
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It gives

�F.s/ = D1=2
F D−s

F ³
−d=2+ds0..1 − s/=2/d

0.s=2/d
�F.1 − s/:

Let s = 2k, one gets

�F.2k/ = D1=2
F D−2k

F ³−d=2+2dk0..1 − 2k/=2/d

0.k/d
�F.1 − 2k/:

On the other hand, one has

0..1 − 2k/=2/

0.k/
= .−1/k 22k−1.k−1/!

.2k−1/! 0.1=2/

.k − 1/! = .−1/k22k−1√³
.2k − 1/! :

The factor in the middle of (1) can be rewritten as follows.

D1=2
F

[
.2k − 1/!.2³/−2k

]d
�F.2k/(2)

= D1−2k
F

[
.2k − 1/!.2³/−2k

]d
[
.−1/k22k−1√³
.2k − 1/!

]d

³− d
2 +2dk�F.1 − 2k/

= D1−2k
F

[
.−1/k

2

]d

�F.1 − 2k/:

Hence we get

mass.K0/ =
m∏

k=1

{[
.−1/k

2

]d

�F.1 − 2k/

}
s∏

i =1

m∏
k=1

{
.N.pi /

k + .−1/k
}
:(3)

2.3. If F = Q and B is the quaternion algebra which is ramified at{∞; p}, then
we have

mass.K0/ = .−1/m.m+1/=2

2m

{
m∏

k=1

�.1 − 2k/

}
m∏

k=1

{
.pk + .−1/k

}
:(4)

If m = 1 andB is ramified only at the primes overp and infinite places, then we
have

mass.K0/ =
[−1

2

]d

�F.−1/
s∏

i =1

{.N.pi /+ .−1/} :(5)

2.4. In the following, the ground fieldk is algebraically closed of characteristicp.
Let x = .A0; ½0; �0/ be a supersingular polarized abelianOF -variety overk of dimen-
siong = md. Let Gx denote the group scheme over SpecZ whose group ofR-points,
for each commutative ringR, is Gx.R/ = {� ∈ .EndOF .A0/⊗ R/×;�′� = 1}, where
the map� 7→ �′ is the Rosati involution induced by½0.

Let3x denote the set of the isomorphism classes of polarized abelianOF -varieties
.A; ½; �/ of dimensiong overk such that
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(i) the Dieudonńe module M.A/ is isomorphic toM.A0/ as quasi-polarized
Dieudonńe OF ⊗ Zp-modules, and

(ii) the Tate moduleTl .A/ is isomorphic toTl .A0/ as non-degenerate alternating
OF ⊗ Zl -modules for alll 6= p.

The condition (i) implies thatA is supersingular. Let3′
x be the subset of3x that

consists of objects.A; ½; �/ such that

(iii) there exists an element� ∈ HomOF .A0; A/⊗Q such that�∗½ = ½0.

THEOREM 2.1 ([11, Theorem 10.5]).There is a natural bijection of pointed sets
between3′

x andGx.Q/\Gx.A f /=Gx.Ẑ/.

PROPOSITION2.2. Let .Ai ; ½i ; �i /, i = 1; 2 be two supersingular polarized abelian
OF-varieties overk. Then there exists' ∈ HomOF .A1; A2/⊗Q such that'∗½2 = ½1.
That is, the condition(iii) of Subsection2.4 is automatic.

PROOF. Choose an isogeny' : A1 → A2. By Noether-Skolem’s theorem,' can
be chosen to beOF -linear. Let½′

1 := '∗½2 and∗1 and∗′
1 be the Rosati involutions

induced by½1 and½′
1 on E1 := End.A1/⊗Q, respectively. By [12, Satz 1.1], there

exists a positive elementc ∈ E×
1 with c = c∗1 such thatx∗′

1 = c−1x∗1c for all x ∈ E1.
As x ∈ F , c lies in C := EndOF .A1/⊗Q.

Let P be the the algebraic variety overQ defined by{X ∈ C; X∗1 X = c}. It is
a torsor under the algebraic groupG1 := {g ∈ C×; g∗1g = 1} overQ by left action.
Hence it forms an element¾ in H1.Q;G1/. By [5, Lemma 2.11],P.R/ 6= ∅. SinceG1

is semi-simple and simply-connected,H1.Qp;G1/ = 0. Therefore¾ is locally trivial
everywhere. By the Hasse principle forG1, ¾ is trivial. Then there exists an element
g ∈ C.Q/ such thatg∗1g = c. Replacing' by 'g, we have∗1 = ∗′

1, hence that
½′

1 = q½1 for someq ∈ Q×. Note thatq is positive. This follows from the fact
that the polarizations lie in the positive cone of the Néron-Severi group NS.A1/⊗ R.
Thereforeq is a norm ofC and we can find a' ∈ HomOF .A1; A2/ ⊗ Q such that
'∗½2 = ½1. This completes the proof.

COROLLARY 2.3. 3′
x = 3x.

LEMMA 2.4. Let .A; ½; �/ ∈ 3x and [c] be the corresponding double coset. Then
Aut.A; ½; �/ ' 0c, where0c := Gx.Q/ ∩ cGx.Ẑ/c−1.

PROOF. Let G′ be the group scheme over SpecZ attached to.A; ½; �/ defined as in
Subsection2.4. That is, for any commutative ringR,

G′.R/ = {Þ ∈ .EndOF .A/⊗ R/;Þ′Þ = 1};
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where the mapÞ 7→ Þ′ is the Rosati involution induced by½.
Choose a map� ∈ HomOF .A0; A/ ⊗ Q such that�∗½ = ½0. Then the element

c ∈ Gx.A f / has the property

�cl ∈ Isom..A0.l /; ½0; �0/; .A.l /; ½; �//; ∀ l :(∗)

Note thatÞ ∈ Aut.A; ½; �/ if and only if Þ ∈ G′.Q/ andÞl ∈ Aut.A.l /; ½; �/ for all l .
The map� gives an isomorphismGx.Q/ → G′.Q/which sendsþ to�þ�−1 =: Þ.

From (∗), we haveÞ ∈ G′.Ẑ/ if and only if .�c/−1Þ.�c/ ∈ Gx.Ẑ/. Hence,Þ ∈ G′.Ẑ/
if and only if c−1þc ∈ Gx.Ẑ/. This completes the proof.

COROLLARY 2.5. mass.3x/ :=
∑

.A;½;�/∈3x

1

# Aut.A; ½; �/
= mass.Gx.Ẑ//.

2.5. The semi-simple algebraCx := EndOF .A0/ ⊗ Q is the centralizer ofF in
the simple algebraMg.End0.E//, whereE is a supersingular elliptic curve. We have
Cx ' Mm.B/, whereB is a quaternion algebra over the totally real fieldF ramified at
all real places and unramified at all primes not dividingp. Since the local invariants of
the commutantCx coincides with those ofF ⊗QEnd0.E/, we haveB ' F⊗QEnd0.E/.
Therefore,

Cx ⊗ R ' Mm.H/; Cx ⊗Ql ' M2m.F ⊗Ql /; l 6= p

Cx ⊗Qp '
∏

p|p; gp :odd

Mm.Bp/×
∏

p|p; gp :even

M2m.Fp/;

wheregp := [Fp : Qp]. The Rosati involution induces the standard involution on
Mm.H/ and Mm.Bp/, which we will denote by∗. It also induces the symplectic
involution onM2m.F ⊗Ql / andM2m.Fp/. Therefore, we have

Gx.R/ ' {g ∈ Mm.H/; g∗g = 1}; Gx.Ql / ' Sp2m.F ⊗Ql /; l 6= p

Gx.Qp/ '
∏

p|p; gp :odd

Gp ×
∏

p|p; gp :even

Sp2m.Fp/;

whereGp = {g ∈ Mm.Bp/; g∗g = 1}. We will choose such isomorphisms and replace
' by =.

LEMMA 2.6. There exist a leftB-moduleV , a quaternion Hermitian from' on V ,
and a maximal latticeL in the sense of Shimura(see Subsection2.1) such that
G' ' Gx overQ and K0 defined in Subsection2.1 is

K0 =
∏
l 6=p

Sp2m.OF ⊗Ql /×
∏

p|p; gp :odd

K0;p ×
∏

p|p; gp :even

Sp2m.Op/;

whereOp is the ring of integers inFp and K0;p = {g ∈ Mm.OBp/; g∗g = 1}.
PROOF. Let V = B⊕g with '.x; y/ = ∑

xi ȳ¦i and letL = O⊕g
B .
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2.6. The computation of mass.Gx.Ẑ// is to relate with the mass of the standard
one,K0, and then to apply Shimura’s mass formula.

For any two open compact subgroupsK1; K2 of Gx.A f /, of Gx.Qp/, or of Gx.Ql /,
we define a rational number¼•.K2=K1/ with • = f; p or l in three respective cases,
by

¼•.K2=K1/ := [K1 : K1 ∩ K2]−1[K2 : K1 ∩ K2]:

We have the following properties

(i) ¼•.K2=K1/ =
{

[K2 : K1] if K1 ⊂ K2;

[K1 : K2]−1 if K1 ⊃ K2:

(ii) If K1 = ∏
l K1;l and K2 = ∏

l K2;l , wherel runs over all primes ofQ, then
¼ f .K2=K1/ = ∏

l ¼l .K2;l=K1;l /.
(iii) mass.K1/ = ¼ f .K2=K1/mass.K2/.

From Corollary2.5, we have

mass.3x/ = ¼ f .K0=Gx.Ẑ//mass.K0/:(6)

If l is prime to the degree of the polarization½0, thenGx.Zl / is isomorphic to a product
of Sp2m.Ov/ and¼l .K0;l=Gx.Zl // = 1. Therefore, we have

mass.3x/ =
{ ∏

l=p; or l | deg½0

¼l .K0;l=Gx.Zl //

}
mass.K0/:(7)

THEOREM2.7. Let notation be as above. Ifm = 1or deg½0 is a power ofp, then we
have the simplified mass formulamass.3x/ = ¼p.K0;p=KM0/mass.K0/, whereKM0

is the group of automorphisms of the quasi-polarized Dieudonné OF ⊗Zp-moduleM0

attached tox.

As a consequence, the following corollary is a generalization of the Deuring mass
formula. Recently, Ekedahl and van der Geer [3] compute the intersections of cy-
cle classes on the moduli spaceAg. They obtained this as a consequence of the
Hirzebruch-Mumford proportionality principle.

COROLLARY 2.8. Let3 be the set of the isomorphism classes of principally polar-
ized superspecial abelian varieties overk of dimensiong. Then

∑
.A;½/∈3

1

# Aut.A; ½/
= .−1/g.g+1/=2

2g

{
g∏

k=1

�.1 − 2k/

}
g∏

k=1

{
.pk + .−1/k

}
:
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PROOF. Takex = .A0; ½0/ to be a principally polarized superspecial abelian variety
overk of dimensiong. Note that the Dieudonńe moduleM0 of x is isomorphic to the
product ofg copies of separably quasi-polarized rank two supersingular Dieudonné
modules. It follows that3 = 3x and the groupKM0 of the automorphisms ofM0

is KM0 = {Þ ∈ Mg.OBp/;Þ
∗Þ = 1}, where Bp is the quaternion division algebra

overQp. Therefore, we obtain mass.3/ = mass.K0/ and finish the proof by (4).

3. Superspecial points of HB type and the mass formula

We keep the notations in the previous section, except that we denote the totally
real field byF and reserve the symbolF for the Frobenius operator on a Dieudonné
module. Letp be a prime ofOF overp, and letep and fp denote the ramification degree
and residue degree ofp, respectively. In the rest of this paper, we will only treat the
Hilbert-Blumenthal cases, namelym = 1 andd = g. LetO := OF ⊗ Zp = ⊕p|pOp.

3.1. We first recall the classification of superspecial quasi-polarized Dieudonné
O-modules [10]. Let x = .A0; ½0; �0/ be a superspecial polarized abelianOF-variety
overk and letM0 be its covariant Dieudonné module. We haveM0 = ⊕p|pMp and
will describeMp for eachp.

Let e be the Lie type ofMp anda be thea-type of Mp. We recall their definitions
in [10, Section 1] below:

e.Mp/ = .{ei
1; ei

2}/i ∈Z= fpZ ⇐⇒ Lie.Mp/ '
⊕

i ∈Z= fpZ

k[³ ]=.³ ei
1/⊕ k[³ ]=.³ ei

2/

a.Mp/ = .{ai
1; ai

2}/i ∈Z= fpZ ⇐⇒ Mp=.F;V/Mp '
⊕

i ∈Z= fpZ

k[³ ]=.³ai
1/⊕ k[³ ]=.³ ai

2/;

where³ is a uniformizer ofOp and the right-hand sides are isomorphisms ofOp ⊗Zp

k ' ⊕i ∈Z= fpZk[³ ]=.³ ep/-modules.
As Mp is superspecial,e is equal toa and it has the form

.{e1; e2}; {ep − e1; ep − e2}; {e1; e2}; : : : /

for some integerse1, e2 with 0 ≤ e1 ≤ e2 ≤ ep; see [10, Section 2]. Whenfp is odd,
it satisfies an additional conditione1 + e2 = ep. We sayMp is of type .e1; e2/ for
convenience.

Let D−1
p

= .³−d/ be the inverse of the different ofOp over Zp. There is a
uniqueW ⊗ Op-bilinear pairing.· ; ·/ : Mp × Mp → W ⊗ Op such that〈x; y〉 =
TrW⊗Op=W.³

−d.x; y//. We haveOp ⊗ W = ⊕i ∈Z= fpZWi by the action ofOur
p

and this
also gives the decompositionMp = ⊕i ∈Z= fpZMi

p
.
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LEMMA 3.1. (1) If fp is even, then there is aWi -basis Xi ;Yi for Mi
p

for each
i ∈ Z= fpZ such that

(i) .Xi ;Yi / =
{
³n if i is odd;

³n+ep−e1−e2 if i is even;
for all i ∈ Z= fpZ and somen ∈ Z.

(ii) F Xi =
{

−³e1Yi +1 if i is odd;

−³ep−e2Yi +1 if i is even;
FYi =

{
v³ e2 Xi +1 if i is odd;

v³ ep−e1 Xi +1 if i is even;
wherev³ ep = p.

(2) If fp is odd, then there is aWi -basis Xi ;Yi for Mi
p

for eachi ∈ Z= fpZ such
that

(i) .Xi ;Yi / = ³n for somen ∈ Z.
(ii) F Xi = −³e1Yi +1; FYi = v³ e2Yi +1 for i ∈ Z= fpZ, wherev³ ep = p.

(3) In particular, if the pairing.· ; ·/ is perfect andMp satisfies the Rapoport con-
dition (in this case,Mp is of type.0; ep/), then there exists aWi -basis{Xi ;Yi } of Mi

p

for eachi ∈ Z= fpZ such that

(i) Yi ∈ .V M/i and.Xi ;Yi / = 1,
(ii) F Xi = −Yi +1; FYi = pXi +1,

for all i ∈ Z= fpZ.

PROOF. See [10, Lemmas 4.5–4.6].

Let F′
p

be the unique quadratic unramified extension ofFp and− be the generator
of Gal.F′

p
=Fp/.

LEMMA 3.2. Let KMp
be the group of automorphisms of the quasi-polarized Dieu-

donńeOp-moduleMp.

(1) If the residue degreefp is even, then

KMp
'

{(
a b
c d

)
∈ SL2.OFp/; c ≡ 0 mod³ e2−e1

}
:

(2) If the residue degreefp is odd, then

KMp
'

{(
a b

³e2−e1b− a−

)
∈ SL2.OF′

p
/

}
:

PROOF. Let � ∈ KMp
. Choose aWi -basis{Xi ;Yi } for Mi

p
as in Lemma3.1. Write(

�.Xi /

�.Yi /

)
= Ai

(
Xi

Yi

)
; Ai =

(
ai bi

ci di

)
∈ GL2.W

i /:
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It follows from .�.Xi /; �.Yi // = .Xi ;Yi / that Ai ∈ SL2.Wi /. Note that we have
F2.Xi / = −pXi +2 andF2.Yi / = −pYi +2 for all i . The condition�F2 = F2� gives
Ai +2 = A.2/

i for all i ∈ Z= fpZ, where we writeA.n/ for A¦ n
.

(1) If fp is even, then{Ai } are determined byA0 and A1, andA0; A1 ∈ SL2.OFp/.
We have (

F.X0/

F.Y0/

)
= J1

(
X1

Y1

)
; J1 =

(
0 −³ep−e2

v³ ep−e1 0

)
;(

F.X1/

F.Y1/

)
= J0

(
X2

Y2

)
; J0 =

(
0 −³e1

v³ e2 0

)
:

The conditionF� = �F gives J1 A1 = A.1/
0 J1 and J0A.1/

0 = A1J0. These give the
relations

a1 = d.1/0 ; d1 = a.1/0 ; c.1/0 = −v³ e2−e1b1; c1 = −v³ e2−e1b.1/0 :

We see thatA1 is determined byA0 andc0 ≡ 0 mod³e2−e1.
(2) If fp is odd, then{Ai } are determined byA0 andA0 ∈ SL2.OF′

p
/. We have(

F.X0/

F.Y0/

)
= J

(
X1

Y1

)
; J =

(
0 −³e1

v³ e2 0

)
:

Applying F� = �F , we haveJ A1 = A.1/
0 J. As A1 = A

. fp+1/
0 , this equation gives

d0 = a−0; c0 = −v³ e2−e1b−0:

As −v is a norm of some element inO×
F′
p

(over O×
Fp), we choose an isomorphism

KMp
'

{(
a b

³e2−e1b− a−

)
∈ SL2.OF′

p
/

}
:

This completes the proof.

3.2. It remains to compute the local term¼p.K0;p=KMp
/. We writeq for N.p/, the

cardinality of the residue fieldk.p/.
When fp is even,KMp

= 00.³
e2−e1/ is an open compact subgroup of SL2.Fp/. If

e1 = e2, then¼p.K0;p=KMp
/ = 1; if e2 > e1, then

¼p.K0;p=KMp
/ = #P1.OFp=³

e2−e1/ = qe2−e1−1.q + 1/:

Consider now the case wherefp is odd. Put

K .n/ :=
{(

a b
³nb− a−

)
∈ SL2.OF′

p
/

}
:
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If n is odd, thenK .n/ is an open compact subgroup of the groupB×
p;1 of reduced

norm one andK .1/ = K0;p. If n is even, thenK .n/ is an open compact subgroup of
SL2.Fp/.

Forž = 0 or 1, we define a ringAž as follows. LetBž be theF′
p
-algebra generated

by 1; ¾ with relations¾2 = ³ž and ¾a = a− ¾ for all a ∈ F′
p
, and let Až be the

OF′
p
-lattice generated by 1 and¾ . Note thatAž is endowed with the usual reduced

norm and trace. Ford ≥ 1, let Až;d := {a + ³db¾ } ⊂ Až be a subring. We have
.Až/

×
1 = K .ž/ and.Až;d/

×
1 ' K .2d + ž/, where. /1 denotes the set of elements of

reduced norm one. It is clear that

.1 + ³ k Až/
×
1 =.1 + ³ k+1Až/

×
1 ' {a ∈ Až=³ Až ; Tr d.a/ = 0}; k ≥ 1

hence that

#.1 + ³ k Až/
×
1 =.1 + ³ k+1Až/

×
1 = q3:(8)

If ž = 1, then.Až=³/
×
1 ' .OF′

p
=³/×1 n .OF′

p
=³/ and its hasq2.q + 1/ elements.

Whenž = 0, .Až=³/
×
1 ' {a; b ∈ OF′

p
=³ ; N.a/− N.b/ = 1}. Write Þ = N.a/ and

þ = N.b/. There areq + 1 solutions for.Þ; þ/ = .1; 0/ or .0;−1/ and .q + 1/2

solutions for others. This group has.q +1/2+ .q−2/.q+1/2 = q.q2 −1/ elements.
Namely, we have

#.Až=³/
×
1 =

{
q2.q + 1/ ž = 1;

q.q2 − 1/ ž = 0;
(9)

and hence that

#.Až=³
d/×1 =

{
q3d−1.q + 1/ ž = 1;

q3d−2.q2 − 1/ ž = 0:
(10)

On the other hand,.Až;d=³
d Až/

×
1 ' .OF′

p
=³d/×1 and it hasqd−1.q + 1/ elements. We

conclude

LEMMA 3.3. Notation being as above, then

¼p.K .ž/=K .2d + ž// =
{

q2d ž = 1;

q2d−1.q − 1/ ž = 0;

whereq is N.p/, the cardinality of the residue fieldk.p/.

Finally we need to compute¼p.K0;p=K .0// whenep is even.

LEMMA 3.4. Notation being as above, letOF′
p

= OFp[
√

c] for some non-square
residuec in O×

Fp . Then forž = 0,

Až '
{(

Þ þ

c Ž

)
∈ M2.OFp/; Þ ≡ Ž mod 2; þ ≡  mod 2

}
:
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In particular, if the residue characteristicp is not 2, then K .0/ ' SL2.OFp/ and
¼p.K0;p=K .0// = 1.

PROOF. The OFp-order Až is generated byx; ¾ with relationsx2 = c; ¾ 2 = 1, and
¾x = −x¾ . Choose an isomorphismA⊗Fp ' M2.Fp/with x 7→ (

0 1
c 0

)
, ¾ 7→ (

1 0
0 −1

)
.

Then the image ofAž in M2.Fp/ is{(
a0 + b0 a1 − b1

c.a1 + b1/ a0 − b0

)
; a0; a1; b0; b1 ∈ OFp

}
;

and the assertion follows.

LEMMA 3.5. If fp is odd,ep is even, andp = 2, then

¼p.K0;p=K .0// = q2ep−1.q − 1/:

PROOF. It is clear that.Až=2/
×
1 ' .OF′

p
=2/×1 , hence that this group hasqep−1.q+1/

elements. It follows from the equality # SL2.OFp=2/ = q3.ep−1/.q + 1/.q2 − q/ that
¼p.K0;p=K .0// = q2ep−1.q − 1/.

PROPOSITION3.6. Notation is as above.

(1) If fp is even, then

¼p.K0;p=KMp
/ =

{
1 e1 = e2;

qe2−e1−1.q + 1/ e1 < e2:

(2) If fp is odd, then

¼p.K0;p=KMp
/ =


qe2−e1−1 ep is odd;

op ep is even ande1 = e2;

qe2−e1−1.q − 1/op ep is even ande1 < e2;

where

op =
{

1 p 6= 2;

q2ep−1.q − 1/ p = 2:

THEOREM3.7. Letx = .A0; ½0; �0/ be a superspecial polarized abelianOF-variety
and let3x be the set defined in Subsection2.4. The attached Dieudonné moduleM0

decomposes as⊕p|p Mp and suppose that eachMp has type.e1;p; e2;p/ (see Subsec-
tion 3.1). Then ∑

.A;½;�/∈3x

1

# Aut.A; ½; �/
=

[−1

2

]g

�F.−1/
∏
p|p

cpop;(11)
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where

cp =



1 fp is even,e1;p = e2;p;

q
e2;p−e1;p−1
p .qp + 1/ fp is even,e1;p < e2;p;

q
e2;p−e1;p−1
p .qp − 1/ fp is odd,ep is odd;

1 fp is odd,ep is even,e1;p = e2;p;

q
e2;p−e1;p−1
p .qp − 1/ fp is odd,ep is even,e1;p < e2;p:

and

op =
{

q
2ep−1
p .qp − 1/ fp is odd,ep is even, andp = 2;

1 otherwise:

3.3. We say.A0; ½0; �0/ is minimal if it reaches the minimal mass among all the
types of superspecial points. In this case the mass formula above is simplified as

∑
.A;½;�/∈3x

1

# Aut.A; ½; �/
=

[−1

2

]g

�F.−1/
∏

p|p; gp:odd

.qp − 1/
∏
p|p

op;(12)

whereop is as above.

4. Supersingular locus

4.1. Let p be a fixed prime number. LetM .p/ denote the moduli stack over
SpecẐ.p/ of polarized abelianOF-varieties.A; ½; �/ of dimensiong = [F : Q] with
the polarization½ of prime-to-p degree. It is a separated Deligne-Mumford algebraic
stack over SpeĉZ.p/ locally of finite type. In [2], Deligne and Pappas showed that
the algebraic stackM .p/ is flat and a locally complete intersection over SpecẐ.p/ of
relative dimensiong, and that the closed fiberM .p/ ⊗Fp is geometrically normal and
has singularities of codimension at least two. It follows from Deligne-Pappas’s results
and the compactification of Rapoport [7] that the irreducible components of geometric
special fiberM .p/ ⊗ Fp are in bijection correspondence with those of geometric
generic fiberM .p/ ⊗Q. Those are parameterized by the isomorphism classes of non-
degenerate skew-symmetricOF-modulesH1.A.C/;Z/ for all .A; ½; �/ ∈M .p/.C/.

4.2. Let n be an integer such thatn ≥ 3 and .n; p/ = 1 and we choose a
primitive n-th root of unity �n in Q ⊂ C. For any geometric point Speck →
SpecẐ.p/[�n], the choice of�n determines a.1+ nẐ.p//×-orbit of isomorphismsÞ.k/ :
Ẑ.p/ →̃ ∏

l 6=p¼l ∞.k/. Let Sbe a connectedZ.p/[�n]-scheme and.A; ½; �/ be polarized
abelianOF-scheme overS. A (full) symplectic level-n structure on.A; ½; �/ w.r.t. �n

we understand is a³1.S; s/-invariant Kn-orbit of OF ⊗ Ẑ.p/-linear isomorphisms
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� : VZ ⊗ Ẑ.p/ →̃ ∏
l 6=p Tl .As/ for some non-degenerate skew-symmetricOF-module

.VZ;  ; i / such that the pull-back of the Weil pairing isÞ.k.s// ◦  , whereKn is the
kernel ofG.Ẑ.p// → G.Z=nZ/, G is the automorphism group scheme AutOF.VZ;  /
over SpecZ ands is a geometric point ofS. Note that.VZ ⊗Z[1=p];  ; i / is uniquely
determined by.A; ½; �/ by the strong approximation. When deg½ is prime ton, it is
the same to anOF=nOF-isomorphismVZ=nVZ →̃ A[n].S/ such that the pull-back of
the Weil pairing isÞ ◦  .

4.3. LetM .p/
n be the moduli stack over SpecZ.p/[�n] of objects inM .p/ together

with a symplectic level-n structure w.r.t.�n, and letMn be an irreducible component
ofM .p/

n . IfMn is the one that classifies the principally polarized objects inM .p/
n , then

it is the connected (and irreducible) component of the moduli spaceM OF
n denoted in

[2, Section 2] by the choice of the element�n in Isom.¼n;Z=n/.
Let .VZ;  ; i / be the non-degenerate skew-symmetricOF-module corresponding

to Mn. Let G denote the automorphism group scheme AutOF.VZ;  / over Z. We
haveMn.C/ ' 0.n/\G.R/=SO2.R/g, where0.n/ is the kernel of the mapG.Z/ →
G.Z=n/.

PROPOSITION4.1. AnyMn is isomorphic toM [L ; L+]n for some.L ; L+/, where
.L ; L+/ is a projective rank oneOF-module together with a notion of positivity,
andM [L ; L+] is the Deligne-Pappas space corresponding to the class.L ; L+/.
Conversely, any Deligne-Pappas spaceM [L ; L+]n is isomorphic to someMn.

PROOF. Recall thatM [L ; L+] classifies the objects.A; i; �/, where.A; �/ is an
abelianOF-variety, andi : .L ; L+/ → .P.A/;P.A/+/ such that theL ⊗ A ∼= At

(the DP condition). By the weak approximation, there is½0 ∈ L+ such that
.#L=OF½0; p/ = 1. The map.A; i; �; �/ 7→ .A; i .½0/; �; �/ gives a morphism
M [L ; L+]n → M .p/

n , which factors through an irreducible componentMn by the
irreducibility of M [L ; L+]n. It follows from Aut.A; i; �; �/ = Aut.A; i .½0/; �; �/

that it is isomorphic.
Conversely, letÃ be the universal family overMn. By [10, Theorem 2.12],

the polarization sheafP. Ã/ is constant and̃A satisfies the DP condition. Take
.L ; L+/ = .P. Ã/;P.Ã/+/ and this finishes the proof.

4.4. In the remaining part of this paper we treat the supersingular locusS of
Mn ⊗ Fp =: Mn;p in the restricted case thatall residue degreesfp are one. The
method of computing the number of irreducible components and describing each
component has been documented in [6]. Based onloc. cit. and earlier works, the
work [11] indicates that one needs to find out all possible types of isogenies such that
models constructed have the right dimension. In this restricted case, on one hand,
we know the right dimension as the Grothendieck conjecture has been proved [10,
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Theorem 7.3]. On the other hand, the isogeny type of the generic supersingular point
is simple, just one step. Hence the recipe in [11] gives the direct connection to a class
number. Combining the Shimura mass formula and the computation of local factors
in the previous section, we express the number irrd.S / of irreducible components
ofS in terms of special values of the zeta function.

We assumefp = 1 for all p|p from Proposition4.2to Theorem4.4.

PROPOSITION 4.2. The points that lie in the Rapoport locus are dense in each
Newton stratum ofMn;p.

PROOF. We may assume that there is one prime overp as the problem is local. The
Lie stratumNi of type {i; g − i } has dimensiong − 2i and each generic point has
slope sequences.i / [10, Section 6], where

s.i / = {i =g; : : : ; i =g; .g − i /=g; : : : ; .g − i /=g}
(with multiplicity g). Let N . j /

i be the Newton stratum with slope sequences. j /
in Ni . We know that each generic point ofN . j /

i has a-type .i; d j e/. By [10,
Lemma 6.19], the codimension ofN . j /

i in Ni is not less thand j e − i , hence that
dimN . j /

i ≤ g − i − d j e.

4.5. Let .A; ½; �; �/ be a point inS .k/which satisfies the Rapoport condition (see
[10, Section 1]). LetM be the Dieudonńe module ofA and writeM = ⊕p|pMp. By
[10, Proposition 4.4], we can choose a basisX;Y of Mp such that

F X = ÞX + Y; FY = ³ ep X:

As A is supersingular, we have ord³.Þ/ ≥ ep=2 [10, Section 6]. We compute the
Dieudonńe modules appearing in the canonical isogenies attached toM (see [11,
Section 8]):
Case 1:ep is even, writeep = 2c.

M0 := Mp = W[³ ]〈X;Y〉;
M1 := .F;V/M0 = W[³ ]〈Y; ³ cX〉;
M2 := .F;V/M1 = W[³ ]〈³ cY; ³2cX〉:

(13)

One sees thatM1=M2 ' k[³ ]=³ c ⊕ k[³ ]=³ c, soM1 is superspecial of type.c; c/.
Case 2:ep is odd, writeep = 2c + 1.

M0 := Mp = W[³ ]〈X;Y〉;
M1 := .F;V/M0 = W[³ ]〈Y; ³ c+1X〉;
M2 := .F;V/M1 = W[³ ]〈³ c+1Y; ³2c+1X〉:

(14)

One sees thatM1=M2 ' k[³ ]=³ c⊕k[³ ]=³ c+1, soM1 is superspecial of type.c; c+1/.
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4.6. Let x = .A0; ½0; �0; �0/ be apolarized abelian OF-variety overk with a
symplectic level-n structure for.VZ;  ; i / such that each factorMp of the Dieudonńe
module M0 of A0 is isomorphic toM1 above (that is, as described in (13) if ep is
even and in (14) if ep is odd). LetGx be the automorphism group scheme ofx (see
Subsection2.4) and3x be the set of objects defined as in Subsection2.4together with
a symplectic level-n structure.

It is clear that an elementg ∈ Gx.Ẑ/ preserves�0 if and only if g ≡ 1 modn. By
Theorem2.1, we have

#3x = #Gx.Q/\Gx.A f /=Kn = [Gx.Ẑ/ : Kn] mass.Gx.Ẑ//;

whereKn is the kernel of the mapGx.Ẑ/ → Gx.Z=nZ/. We can choose an isomor-
phismTl .A0/ ' VZ ⊗ Zl compatible with the additional structure for eachl 6= p, and
obtain an isomorphismGx.Ẑ.p// ' G.Ẑ.p//. It follows that

[Gx.Ẑ/ : Kn] = [Gx.Ẑ
.p// : K p

n ] = [G.Ẑ.p// : 0̂.n/p] = [G.Z/ : 0.n/];

where0̂.n/ is the closure of0.n/ in G.Ẑ/. As the corresponding Dieudonné module
is minimal, we conclude that

#3x = [G.Z/ : 0.n/] mass.Gx.Ẑ//(15)

where the formula mass.Gx.Ẑ// is given in (12).

4.7. Let ¾ ∈ 3x, we consider the functorX¾ which classifies the isomorphism
classes of polarizedOF-linear isogenies' : .A1; ½1; �1; �1/ → .A0; ½0; �0; �0/ over
k-schemesS such that

(i) .A1; ½1; �1; �1/ ' ¾ × S.
(ii) ker' = ⊕p.ker'/p is anÞ-group and theÞ-sheaf Lie..ker'/t

p
/ is a rank one

locally freeOS ⊗ k[³ ]=³ dep=2e-module.

LetÞ.¾/ denote theÞ-group of¾ . The isogeny' gives a finite flat subgroup scheme
ker' of Þ.¾/ satisfying (ii). Conversely, given such finite flat subgroup schemeH ,
one has anOF-linear isogeny' : A1 → A1=H =: A0. The condition (ii) implies that
H is isotropic for the Weil pairing of½1, hence the polarization descends toA0. Since
the isogeny has ap-power degree, the symplectic level-n structure ofA1 identifies
with that of A0.

Let V0 is theÞ-sheaf of thep-component ofÞ.¾/. One has that

V0 '
{

k[³ ]=³ c ⊕ k[³ ]=³ c+1 ep = 2c + 1;

k[³ ]=³ c ⊕ k[³ ]=³ c ep = 2c:
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Then X¾ = ∏
p|p Xp, whereXp classifies the quotient bundlesF of V0 ⊗ S such

thatF is a rank one locally freeOS ⊗ k[³ ]=³ dep=2e-module. The freeness is an open
condition, thereforeXp is representable by an quasi-projective scheme overk.

LEMMA 4.3. Xp is a smooth irreducible quasi-projective scheme of dimension
[ep=2].

PROOF. Using duality, we may identifyXp with the space of subspacesW of V0

such thatW ' k[³ ]=³ dep=2e. The algebraic groupH := Autk[³ ].V0/ acts naturally on
the spaceXp. If ep = 2c, then H = GL2.k[³ ]=³ c/, viewed as an algebraic group
overk. If ep = 2c + 1, then

H =
{(

a b
³c d

)
; a; b ∈ .k[³ ]=³ c/; c; d ∈ k[³ ]=³ c+1; a; d : invertible

}
with the natural multiplication. Namely, we liftg1, g2 with entries ink[³ ]=³ ep,
multiply them and project to quotient rings. It is clear that the groupH is connected
and the action is transitive. Then the spaceXp is a homogeneous space ofH , hence
it is a smooth quasi-projective variety.

As Xp is smooth, the dimension can be computed by tangent spaces. LetW0 ∈
Xp.k/, then the tangent space atW0 is given by Homk[³ ].W0;V0=W0/, which has
dimensionc.

Let pr denote the projection that sends the objects inX¾ to their targets. The
morphism pr: X¾ →Mn;p factors through the supersingular locus and we have

pr :
∐
¾∈3x

X¾ → S :

LetS R be the intersection ofS with the Rapoport locus. For anyx ∈ S R.k/,
there is a unique¾ ∈ 3x andy ∈ X¾ .k/ such that pr.y/ = x. By Proposition4.2, the
morphism pr is dominant. It follows from the irreducibility ofX¾ that #3x = irrd.S /.
By (12) and (15), we have

THEOREM4.4. Assume thatfp = 1 for all primesp of OF over p. Then the number
of the irreducible components of the supersingular locusS ofMn;p is

[G.Z/ : 0.n/]
[−1

2

]g

�F.−1/
∏

p|p; gp:odd

.qp − 1/
∏
p|p

op;(16)

whereqp = N.p/ and

op =
{

q
2ep−1
p .qp − 1/ ep is even andp = 2;

1 otherwise:
(17)
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Forep = 1 and fp small, the description of the supersingular locus is given in [11].
The following theorem is a reformulation of the results inloc. cit. by the geometric
mass formula in Section3.

THEOREM4.5. Assume thatep = 1and fp ≤ 4 for all primesp of OF over p.

(1) The numberirrd.S / of the irreducible components of the supersingular locusS

is ∏
p|p

c.p/[G.Z/ : 0.n/]
[−1

2

]g

�F.−1/
∏

p|p; gp:odd

.qp − 1/
∏
p|p

op;(18)

whereqp = N.p/, op is given in(17), and

c.p/ =


1 fp = 1;

2 fp = 2;

3 fp = 3;

6 fp = 4:

(2) Each irreducible component ofS is isomorphic to
∏

p|p Xp, where

Xp '


{point} fp = 1;

P1 fp = 2; 3;

P2 or P.OP1 ⊕ OP1.2// fp = 4:

With Theorems4.4–4.5, it is natural to expect the following.

CONJECTURE4.6. In the general caseirrd.S / has the form(18), wherec.p/ only
depends onep and fp.

REMARK. (1) Specializing Theorems4.4 and4.5 to the case wheng = 2 and
p 6= 2, one recovers the main results of Bachmat and Goren in [1]. All ingredients of
the method inloc. cit. are tied to the assumption thatg = 2: Zagier’s explicit formula
for quadratic zeta value�F.−1/, the explicit description ofOF asZ[.d + √

d/=2], the
fact that supersingular locus is codimension one, and the work of Katsura-Oort on
moduli space of abelian surfaces. For details, see loc. cit. and references therein.
Therefore, a different approach for the generalization of their theorem is required.
(2) It is not hard to see from the methods of the work [11] that irrd.S / is a sum of

some class numbers. Indeed, we consider the type of canonical isogenies for generic
points. The number of generic points with same type is the number of superspecial
points appearing in the canonical isogenies, which is a class number [11]. Therefore,
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irrd.S / is a sum of some class numbers. The point of Conjecture4.6 says that the
superspecial points appearing in such canonical isogenies are minimal (12). If it is
true, then the numberc.p/ should have an interesting group-theoretic meaning. A
further computation (forfp ≤ 8) suggests that

c.p/ =
(

fp
[ fp=2]

)
whenep = 1. This result and the analysis of the canonical isogenies will be published
elsewhere.
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